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Doing it the hard way ...
• Buy a complex satellite antenna 

distribution system, and possibly, 

install several dishes

• Buy digital receivers for every 

channel you want to watch

• Buy a smart card account for each 

channel (if the operator actually 

supplies corporate users) 

• Try and fit all the digital receiver 

output signals into the available 

UHF spectrum

• Set up TV cards in all the PCs and 

play “hunt the signal”

• And then discover that you are in 

breach of just about every content 

copyright law there is.

The EnfoCast way...
1 Complete the EnfoCast 

Subscription application

2 Fit one (small) satellite dish facing 

the South East (13E)

3 Install our Satellite Router, with a 

single connection to your LAN

4 Install the EnfoCast Video Browser 

on each user’s PC.

5 Now you can (with local system 

admin permission) receive a 

selection* of major news channels 

directly on your desktop (with more 

channels coming!) – interactively 

integrated with news and other 

business information services

...which is also fully 
managed way...
Getting TV to the desktop is only 

the start of the EnfoCast information 

management solution.

Managing each user’s requirements 

in the context of the overall business 

objectives is equally important.

So what each user will be able to 

see will depend on the subscription 

package that has been bought, and 

your local access management and 

control requirements. 

With EnfoCast’s powerful user 

access management schemes, each 

user login profile can be tailored to 

maximum relevance — and minimize 

distraction.

NewsScape 
Desktop TV

the managed news 
service on the desktop

Gavin Esler of 

BBC News 24

Now anchoring and 

converging on a 

desktop near you.

The Business Media Network: 
I n f o r m a t i o n  B a n d w i d t h

“Doesn’t ADSL provides 
enough bandwidth for 
TV?”
Although ADSL is certainly a big 

step forward, it is not a broadcast 

medium. In fact, no terrestrial internet 

connection can yet provide broadcast 

delivery between different ISPs. 

The current congestion of the net 

by ADSL (and cable modem) users 

connecting to music video servers 

is already causing serious and 

intractible problems in parts of the 

US, and the simple fact is that an 

ADSL service cannot be assured 

from end to end.

“Can you offer 
interactive services 
inside firewalls?”
EnfoCast provides a trusted secure 

service that will work if our router is 

connected before or after a firewall/

proxy.

Our multicast data feeds work in 

conjunction with interactive elements 

that operate over existing terrestrial 

internet connections.

“Does EnfoCast support 
interactive TV”?
EnfoCast is easily more interactive 

than the most interactive forms of 

domestic TV. It’s simply a function 

of the programme makers’ desire to 

exploit the environment we provide.

EnfoCast provides the means to 

achieve true desktop convergance 

— with real TV, and/or other forms 

of broadcast data, embedded right 

alongside (and inside) full-strength 

PC applications. 

“Can I use my existing 
leased line access?”
Do you want to use all your internet 

access bandwidth watching TV? And 

unless you had several megabits to 

spare, then you wouldn’t be able to 

use EnfoCast effectively anyway.

By using satellite, EnfoCast 

guarantees the quality (and security) 

of the end-to-end circuit. Think of 

EnfoCast as your “internet bandwidth 

supplement”.

Moreover, EnfoCast delivers the 

same guaranteed quality across the 

whole of Europe. That’s potentially 

over 300 million simultaneous 

viewers, all receiving a range of 

business media services that include 

flicker free smooth motion video with 

high quality sound.

Your Own 
Channel(s)

CPD One

EnfoCast means “information 

bandwidth” — not just broadcast 

TV on the desktop. EnfoCast does 

not use your existing internet 

bandwidth to deliver rich content, 

instead it provides an overlay of 

extra bandwidth that arrives by 

satellite, seamlessly integrating with 

your existing LAN. 

Our easy to use “video browser” 

integrates and manages this 

information bandwidth to provide your 

business with important additional 

(managed) resources that include 

broadcast TV, information services, 

industry specific news channels, 

your own corporate communications, 

distance training solutions, news 

tickers, broadcast file delivery and 

much more.

The choice is yours.

EnfoCast
backgrounder
Think of EnfoCast as 

a “virtual” cable 

company. 

The EnfoCast 

Business Medfia 

network delivers 

bandwidth to 

businesses, and  

manages the users 

connected to the 

network (end to end). 

We also manage the 

content that is 

delivered on that 

network, which can 

arrive either as 

broadcast or “on 

demand” from a 

variety of sources, 

including satellite, 

leased line, DSL etc.

DeskTop TV
backgrounder
Video on networks is 

a notorious 

bandwidth hog, but 

EnfoCast technology 

has managed to get 

near VHS-grade 

pictures onto the PC 

dektop using 

bandwidth (typically 

~275kBit) that is 

below the noise level 

of a modern 

corporate network.

And because we use 

multicast, it doesn’t 

matter if one or a 

thousands viewers 

connect — the min-

imal bandwidth used 

remains unchanged.

*  the channel selection shown here is typical, but may 
vary. Please check at our website for curent details.



We read the news, so 
you don’t have to
Although we are in the business 

of delivering information, we 

understand that most business 

users don’t actually need or want 

more information. 

Knowledge workers actually need 

less “general” information.

Specifically, they need less 

distraction and more relevance. 

EnfoCast includes a number of 

features that help its users to gain 

more of the only commodity they 

really need: time.

True Convergence
EnfoCast’s interactive desktop 

“video browser” enables easy 

navigation of the channels available, 

and enables users to link directly 

to the broadcasters’ own web 

sites, and also to NewsScape 

— a integrated web-based news 

aggregation system that watches 

and manages headlines and stories 

from over 2000 important web sites 

(and growing). Headlines (linked to 

full stories) matching user profiles 

are fed directly to the EnfoCast 

video browser as a “clickable” ticker.

Primary categories (currently) 

include:

• Business

• World

• Food Industry

• Media

• Information Technology

• Sport

• Technology

• Science

NewsScape categories 

are customisable for:

• The number of recent 

stories displayed

• The display of 

summaries

• Alert criteria

• Alert routing

• Searching

Corporate users of 

NewsScape are 

invited to ask about 

customised news 

feeds and additional 

data profiling services

How More Becomes 
Less — where Less 
is, of course, More*...

Closely managed 
distance learning 

with rich media
Learning with built-in 
integrity and relevance
The value of multimedia as a train-

ing medium is well understood; so 

EnfoCast can also provide Distance 

Learning at your fingertips.

EnfoCast is introducing a range 

of distance learning channels which 

will be issuing approved qualifica-

tions providing “Lifelong Learning 

Services” to people at their desktop. 

Intelligent content will allow people 

to update their existing skills; learn 

new skills and obtain internationally 

recognised qualifications.

Thanks to our technology, tutors on 

our educational channels will know 

exactly who is watching what, at any 

precise moment. All responses to 

tutors’ questions come back via the 

Internet “back channel” from the stu-

dent’s workstation, which is authen-

ticated by smart card identity proof 

(and soon by biometric systems).

EnfoCast is building relationships 

with major academic institutions and 

corporate training organisations.

Lawyers will soon be able to get 

their full CPD requirements through 

accredited courses on EnfoCast 

at their desktops. Security pro-

fessionals will be able to learn 

about the latest systemic risks 

from EnfoCast 

courses at their 

desktops; and 

corporates will 

be able to tailor 

standard 

courses for their 

own needs.

So, as an 

example, an 

EnfoCast course 

covering 

aspects of financial market 

operation, including statutory 

information – and company-

confidential information – all in 

a securely managed environ-

ment. 

Costs?
You already know that computer 

based training is cost-efficient: 

there’s no postage and no printing. 

Even the integrated student assess-

ments can be automated.

EnfoCast’s ability to 

manage video as either 

broadcast or VOD also 

integrates with timeline 

triggered events for 

supporting slide show 

material. This is rich 

multimedia, managed from 

end to end.

* More Relevance = less distraction

Less Distraction = more time for what matters

 Time = money

 So NewsScape saves you money!

NewsScape 
backgrounder
NewsScape watches, 

reads and digests many 

thousands of web sites 

around the globe 

24x7x365—so you don’t 

need to! 

NewsScape’s 

sophisticated relevance 

technology summarises, 

categorises, and 

de-duplicates.

NewsScape delivery 

technolgy uses advanced 

DHTL and XML to deliver 

headlines and tickers to 

a variety of platforms - 

including satellite, to the 

EnfoCast desktop video 

browser.



The process of getting the sound 

and vision to your desktop has 

been made simple, because 

EnfoCast does all the complex 

work :

- We negotiate and arrange con-

tracts with content providers

- We downlink a suitable broad-

cast feed

- We encode it at an appropriate 

data rate

- We encrypt it as necessary

- We pass the signal to a multi-

cast server

The various channels are multi-

plexed and fed as an IP data 

stream to a DVB encapsulator

This DVB signal is then multi-

plexed with others and beamed 

back up to a satellite for redistribu-

tion. The dish on your building then 

feeds the signal to the EnfoCast 

satellite router where the data is 

extracted and fed to your LAN via 

an ethernet multicast IP data.

EnfoCast Enabling...
...means connecting an EnfoCast 

Satellite Router to your IP network 

using a single ethernet connec-

tion.

Once EnfoCast Enabled, all mem-

bers of that network can be 

subscribed to a wide range of 

important information and data. 

This includes TV and audio from 

leading broadcasters, news and 

market information services - 

delivered to a fully interactive 

desktop environment.

The EnfoCast satellite covers the 

whole of Europe with sufficient 

power to be received on a 60cm 

dish (although we recommend 

80cm to give a margin of perform-

ance for adverse weather condi-

tions).

Please note: Not all services are available 

in all countries. Please check our website 

www.EnfoCast.com for details.

BusiVision makes it 
easy for you to be an 
EnfoCaster!

The Internet
Existing net connection 
or can be private circuit

Ethernet Network (100Mbit preferred)

Internet Access Router
(leased/ISDN/dial)

EnfoCast Satellite Router

Be a broadcaster, we 
make it easy
The EnfoCast Business Network 

has changed the way business can 

consider the use of video (and other 

“rich media”) for internal and external 

communications.

This is not just about price — 

although EnfoCast costs 

broadcasters a fraction of any 

alternative digital or analogue TV 

service — it’s about the complete 

management and control 

environment that allows an 

“occasional” producer of TV material 

to specify who gets to see what, 

and when — and where the users 

can elect to be specifically alerted to 

information relevant to their interests.

This is because the EnfoCast video 

browser can combine a variety of 

sources, arriving across a variety 

of networks, including: broadcast via 

satellite, local “on-demand” delivery, 

remote on-demand delivery and 

local broadcast. All managed from a 

central service resource.

EnfoCast provides a smart 

scheduling solution, so that content 

can be delivered “at random”, and 

yet pulled into a locally coherent 

schedule — this means that a 

broadcaster that produces 60 

minutes of content a day delivered in 

5 minute segments, can create the 

effect (and value) of a 24/7 rolling 

news service. 

Corporate channels
Apart from broadcasting to the 

general EnfoCast audience, 

operating your own “channel” on 

EnfoCast is a practical and cost 

efficient way to communicate large 

amounts of data to many users, over 

the whole of Europe.

Access to the service can be 

managed so that it is publicly 

available to all users, restricted to 

your own partners, or regulated 

to individual desktops within your 

organisation.

You don’t need to operate the 

service 24/7 because we offer 

a combination of “real time” 

broadcasting for applications such 

as financial conferences, and a 

system of “forwarding video on 

demand” for applications that can 

easily be time shifted (ie company 

magazine programmes).

Because everyone may want the 

8-10am “real time” slots, we will 

incentivise a distributed approach 

through tariffs that reflect the supply 

and demand factor.

EnfoCast shows how to produce 

and manage the process, and will 

point you to production companies 

offering everything from turn key 

solutions to staff training.

Display Options

There are various 

display options for the 

video browser, ranging 

from postage stamp 

to full screen size. 

Although some 

broadcasters may 

require certain display 

formats, all main menu 

functions are available 

whatever the display 

format. 

Certain features can 

be detatched and 

placed elsewhere on 

the display desktop.

BusiVision
backgrounder
2 years ago, the cost 

of competent digital video 

production facility was 

£10,000+ 

Today, it’s under £3,000, 

and the video revolution  

is going to be every bit as 

significant as the onset of 

Desk Top Publishing was, 

back in the 80s. 

Probably more so — 

because the cost of 

effective video business 

communication using the 

EnfoCast Business 

Media Network is far less 

than the cost of print 

design, production and 

distribution.



Rates and services 

vary so please refer 

to our web site for 

full details of our terms 

and conditions of busi-

ness and pricing – or 

write to us for further 

details and a copy of 

our contract pack.

EnfoCast: Benefits for 
the entire organisation
For workers that 
want the best tools 
for their jobs:

We realise that many corporate 

management teams took a while 

to accept that their work force 

should be “internet enabled” 

with email, and then the web.

Access to the internet in a grow-

ing number of organisations is 

managed for security and rele-

vance control - but traditional TV 

sets provide no obvious man-

agement features beyond the 

on/off switch. 

Which is why EnfoCast is man-

aged all the way, to ensure that 

what reaches the desktop is all 

signal and no noise.

EnfoCast delivers information 

as it happens from the broad-

casters that matter - with the 

news that moves markets, pro-

filed to your specific needs.

NewsScape adds an important 

additional service that reads 

the web (and other information 

sources) to provide you with a 

crucial digest of what’s going on 

in the world.

For managers that 
enable maximum 
productivity:

Nothing informs more effectively 

and efficiently than moving pic-

tures with synchronised sound. 

The benefits of this ultimate 

medium of communication can 

only really be improved by one 

thing: enhanced relevance.

EnfoCast and NewsScape 

combine to bring the best of 

all worlds: information minus 

distraction, plus relevance - 

because we read the news, so 

you don’t have to.

The versatility of EnfoCast as 

a distance learning and train-

ing medium can cut costs and 

raise standards throughout any 

organisation. 

The low cost of EnfoCast cor-

porate channel communications 

allows organisations to commu-

nicate with the power of video 

and rich media as never before, 

and the price of “EnfoCast Ena-

bling” your organisation can be 

as little as £10 per seat per 

month. 

For IT departments 
that want happy 
users and bosses:

One small satellite dish and the 

EnfoCast router will add up to 

8MBit of information bandwidth 

to supplement your network. 

Compared to other methods of 

getting broadcast TV services 

onto users’ desktops, EnfoCast 

uses less network bandwidth 

and provides better user man-

agement. 

Efficient encoding combined 

with multicast delivery means 

that 1 user consumes the same 

bandwidth as 100 users, when 

watching the same broadcast 

channel. To make this all the 

more tempting, each channel 

only requires ~300kBit. 

And because EnfoCast pro-

vides a secure end-to-end net-

work, we’re also able to provide 

additional secure services that 

you can use for delivering 

sensitive company data and 

information to your distributed 

user base. Including new and 

improved ways to support and 

secure teleworking in your 

organisations. 

 Sales:  +44 (0) 20 7577 6855

 General:  +44 (0)1245 611311

 Fax:  +44 (0)1245 287057

 Email:  info@EnfoCast.com

 Website:  www.EnfoCast.com

EnfoCast Ltd, Chelford Court

Robjohns Rd, Chelmsford

Essex, CM1 3AG, UK


